
First of all, as co-editor of the CODASSCA 2020 conference proceedings, I would like 
to thank all authors and the American University of Armenia that we can organize a 
conference in a new form despite the Covid19 crisis and that 24 nice contributions 
have come together, which you can access via our open access proceedings.
This contribution provides important fundamentals of digital geometry and 
algorithms based on polygonal coverage and chain codes to generate GPS drawings. 
Illustrative examples created with the GPSVisualizer and GoopleMaps show the 
difficulty in finding suitable road networks.
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There are various reasons for the three authors to write this article. One time we 
were all impressed by the experiences at the University of Chile when, as part of the 
PRASEDEC project under the direction of Nelson Baloian and Bernd Noche, professor 
and logistician at the University of Duisburg-Essen, we worked on recording routes in 
the university district using a mobile phone and GPS. The path is shown in Figure 1; 
the accuracy of the position determination depends strongly on the signal of the 
involved satellites, the width of the road, the buildings and the vegetation along the 
way (see reference Zogg). In this figure we have used the thickness of the trajectory 
to represent the accuracy of the GPS signal and the color for the type of surrounding. 
Interestingly, the path indicates a road side change that did not take place at all due 
to a series of huge buildings and a change of sat-ellites providing the GPS signal.  A 
second reason was the fact that publications on GPS painting contain one or the 
other relevant algorithmic approach, but lacks relevant references from the previous 
millennium on digital curves and geometry. Often, they reinvent the wheel, which 
then doesn't even run smoothly (see Waschk, Janser et al.).
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So it is obvious to represent covered ways on land, on water and in the air by means 
of waypoints and their coordinates determined by GPS as a route of straight line 
segments.  Drawings are created with the help of covered ways (Coeurjolly et al.) or, 
by running different destinations and sights in a city via suitable ways, which connect 
them in a certain order. The route shows an interesting object or fulfils other criteria, 
like that of a shortest possible way or the adherence to an order of the visited sights, 
or finally only the condition that one arrives at the starting point again or uses 
recommended ways. When using road networks, it is necessary to select a repository 
for realization that meets certain requirements about road categories and quality 
criteria and to scale and align the work accordingly.
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The canvas for GPS drawings can be created in two different ways: a) extracting roads, 
building footprints and other features in the areas between them based on satellite 
images and GPS data and mapping them via a suitable projection or b) deriving a road 
network incrementally and constructing it based on a camera tour or the trajectories 
of many vehicles and their uploaded GPS data. Mattyus et al. share details of new 
deep-learning and weakly supervised training models and make data and specialized 
map-editing, -reviewing and -verifying services available to the global mapping 
community through Map with AI. Then we consider how to find the shortest possible 
ways between places by using routes from a road network or how to have pictorial 
elements such as circles or straight lines in sufficient number and density within a city 
maps to compile a route from them.
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The task can be solved with borrowings from digital geometry and raster algorithms 
like Bresenham's for routes, polygons and circular arcs. Assume that there is a 
trajectory of straight lines that connects a starting point with an end point, typically 
crossings on a city map. The street map divides the plane into polygons, ideally 
rectangles, which can be used to cover the curve in such a way that there is a 
sequence of polygonal areas the way passes through in a certain order, entering and 
leaving each polygon. From the sequence of intersection points connected by 
boundary parts of each polygonal area traversed, a Jordan curve is constructed from 
sections of the road network, as close as possible to the initial trajectory or on a 
given side thereof. Now, we want to highlight a first algorithm.
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Street approximation of a rectifiable Jordan arc c of t with start and end points S and 
E in two dimensions

Construct a nearest polygonal covering P in which each member is bordered by 
segments of allowed streets (straight line segments or circular arcs) of a given 
category
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Collect an ordered list L c  of c of t i of intersection points with the covering P (avoid 
corner points). 
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Start with c t one, and set P one  equal P j zero that contains a part of c with t smaller 
than t one.
For I equal to1 to n: determine P j of i with border point c of t i, which contains a part 
of c  for t greater than t i , 

P j of i minus 1  contains a part of c  with t smaller than t i, resulting in a list L p of 
adjacent polygons P j of I minus 1 and P j of i.
Try to assemble a path built from parts of the boundary of P j of  I for I equal to 0, 1, 
2,…., such that the optimality criteria (boundary parts of each member of the 
polygonal covering used, double crossed sections eliminated, shortest or closest 
Jordan path constructed) are fulfilled. 
If there is no connected continuous path, try to spread to adjacent polygons or 
assume polygons with simply connected inner domains with respect to the four-
neighborhood topology, the edges of which can be traversed in both directions. If the 
arc passes the same polygon twice or is part of a closed Jordan curve, try to use 
roads/trails inside or outside.
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The description of a digital straight line uses the so-called chain code of the four or

eight neighbor topology. Suppose you are standing at an intersection, preferably on a

suitable edge of a regular rectangular road network with roads running from west to

east and south to north, you can leave the point of view in four directions: to the

west, coded with a 0, to the south, east and north, each coded with 1, 2, or 3 (cf.

Figure 8)

The idea is to superpose a regular grid over the curve and then substitute the curve

with a staircase construction using the Bresenham algorithm so that the road

sections run as close as possible around the curve and always change sides; each step

or change of direction is described with the chain co-de, starting point and chain code

sequence describe the digitized initial curve in a unique way.

Finally the chain code is applied to a rectangular real map section. 
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Digitized text “MERRY ME OK” with four-chain code on rectangular (0, 57) times (0, 6) 
on Manhattan canvas –

chain code for used letters - start and end points - example for GPS 
coordinates of an intersection
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Choose a regular grid (X, Y) and coordinates x from interval 0 capital x, y from interval 
0 capital Y, with a given mesh size.
Digitize the painting as polyline and describe it with a four-neighbor chain code.
Identify the start and end points of the curve with grid point coordinates (latitude, 
longitude) (Xs, Ys), (Xe, Y e). Place it so that it does not leave the canvas. 
Mark segments that are not drawn with pen up
Identify as canvas an area with a street network of the specified category that is as 
regular as possible with (X + 1) times (Y + 1) crossing points, whose GPS coordinates 
are given, and determine start and end point intersections.  To this end, create two-
name lists of all rectangular streets in the (X, Y)-rectangle. 
To get an array IP of all intersections of two streets situated in the rectangle in Google 
Maps, submit the request in the format:  [[Street Name A] & [Street Name B], City]. 
The API will return latitude and longitude coordinates of the intersection. 
Then add the four nearest neighbors in the direction 0, 1, 2, 3 to each intersection in 
IP.
Describe the artwork according to the affected meshes using the list of GPS 
intersection coordinates of the constructed path.
Visualize the digitized path on the canvas. The length of the path can be optimized if, 
in addition to the horizontal and vertical sections of the path, existing cross 
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connections between the intersections (in the eight-neighbor topology) are used.
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The following pictures show examples and results for special curves or figures.
Figure 12 shows a drawing of a stylized Bactrian camel and GPS drawing that 
represents a tour of various sights in the city of Santiago de Chile. Figure 13 uses a 
regular grid and a chain code for a sightseeing tour and the third figure shows a 
stylized one- and two-humped camel

It becomes clear that the actually difficult task is to find suitable sections of road 
maps of settlement areas that meet certain criteria, i.e. that contain dense regular 
grids supplemented by circular arcs or diagonals that are needed for a drawing.
In the following we would like to show some examples and explain which software 
can be used to create the drawings.  Finally, we will explain why there are no regular 
street networks of any size, and that it is useful to look at the architectural plans of 
historical cities if you want to follow and draw special shapes. 
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The authors Batty and Longley apply fractal geometry to understand shapes of cities 
and construction principles developed by city planners and architects in contrast to 
the historic growth and expansion (cf. page 242, Table 7.1. The preliminary evidence 
for fractal cities). They observe that a simple geometric pattern repeated on different 
scales and self-similarity play an important role. Strong geometric city layouts such as 
the octagonal Palmanova in Italy are worth mentioning, as are circular towns (e.g., 
Karlsruhe) or regular cell growth (e.g., Savannah), whereas Beijing has a fractal 
dimension close to two, but only a roughly regular grid. The observed fractal growth 
of large cities indicates that no regular street grids of any size can exist and that 
Euclidean objects cannot be approximated with equal accuracy in any size. 
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I like to thank you for your interest and I am happy to answer any questions you may 
have
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